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Abstract—In the decryptionof codeeandciphers,problemsarisefromtimeto timewhichcan
be exprwed in graphtheoreticalterms. In the contextof cryptographythesegraphproblemsare
usuallytrivial,but sometimes,by suitablegeneralization,they can suggestconceptswhichare not
only nontrivialbut whichmayevenbe of someintereat.A fewexampleaaregiven.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is wellknown that one’sviewof the world is colouredby one’sown interests; artists see pictures
in the world around them, musicianshear music. Graph theorists are liable to interpret the world
in terms of graphs, and to see graph theoretical problemsin everyday events. One of my hobbies
is the solution of codes and ciphere, and from time to time I come across problemewhich can be
expressed in graph theoretical terms. Usually these problems are trivial or near trivial, and it is
seldom that they alford any real help with the proceesof decipherment. But it can occasionally
happen that they start a train of thought which leads to something more significant. I givebelow
three examples of how this can happen.
2. SIMPLE TRANSPOSITION
Simple transposition is a very elementary kind of cipher which simply mixes up the order of
the letters in a message, in a way which (it is hoped) will bafiieanyoneintercepting the message.
It is illustrated in Figure 1. In this figure, the plain-text messageis written out in a rectangular
array, in this case five rows of nine lettere each. We then read off the lettere column by column
from top to bottom, taking the columnsin some agreed order as indicated by the numbers above
the col&ms. In this way we get the cipher messageshown at the bottom of Figure 1.
Now suppose we have intercepted such a messageand wish to decipher it (or “decrypt” it, to
use the current o.k. word). If we know,or guess, that the original array was a 5 by 9 array, then
we can readily construct the array shown in Figure 2, and all that remains to be done is to get
the columns of this array in the correct order.
Consider any two columne,say columnsi andj. We ask the question “Howlikelyis it that these
columnswere consecutivein the originalarray?”. This question can often be answered intuitively;
if, for example, the juxtaposition of these two columnswould cause a “q” to be followedby “k”
we would considerthat very unlikely,whereas if it caused a “q” to be followedby a “u” thie would
*The reaearch in thispaperwassupportedby GrantA8142of the NaturalSciencesand EngineeringRmearch
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Message: Oscar Wilde once said, “Punctuality is the thief of time”.
529413786
OSCAR WILD
EON CE SAID
PUN CT UALI
TYISTHETH
IEF OF TIME
Cipher message:
RETTF SOUYE WSUHT OEPTI DDIHE
IAAEI LILTM CNNIF
Figure1.
RSWAODILC
EOSCEE A IN
TUUCPIALN
TYHSTHETI
FE TO IEIMF
Figure2.
12345
1 NEWMX
21 COAB
3DFGHK
4LP QRS
5TUVYZ
Figure3.
be a much more likely possibility. Tables exist giving the approximate frequency of all possible
digrams (ordered pairs of letters) in Englishtext, and from these tables it is possibleto construct
a measure of the probability that two given columns in the array were originally consecutive.
We are now ready to interpret this problem graph-theoretically. Let the columns of the array
be the vertices of a directed graph. For each ordered pair (i, j) we draw an arc from vertex i to
vertex j and give it, es weight, the measure of probability that column i is immediately followed
by column j. Thus we have a complete weighted directed graph. If we assume (as we can) that
the probability measure has been defined to be additive, then we might expect that the correct
ordering for the columnswould correspond to a path of maximum weight in this digraph. If that
were so, we would have a variation on the traveling salesman problem; but it might not be as
simple ae that. The path of maximum weight might correspond to an ordering of the columns
which, while apparently very plausiblewhen viewedtwo adjacent columnsat a time, was not the
correct ordering. Thus, the problem which is suggested by this bit of cryptography is that of
finding, in a weighteddirected graph, not only a path of maximumweight, but also an unspecified
number of paths of near-maximum weight—amuch more difficultproblem.
3. THE BIFID CIPHER
This is a more complicated cipher. We start by writing the alphabet (without the letter J) in
a five-by-fivesquare as shown in Figure 3.
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Thus, each letter of the alphabet now has a row number and a column number. We then take
the plain text message and write under each letter its row number and under that its column
number, as shown in Figure 4. The next step is to divide the message into groups of some fixed
number (called the period) of letters and read off in pairs the row and column numbers in each
block thus formed, but reading horizontally,taking the row numbers first and then the column
numbers. These pairs of numbers are then interpreted back into letters which form the cipher
text. All this is illustrated in Figure 4, for which the period is 7.
To beorn
5231241
1352341
52 31 24 11 35 23
UIANKO
o tto be that...
2552215325 . . .
3113521441 . . .
41 25 52 21 53 11 35 21 . . . . . .
L B U I V N K I . . . . . .
The ciphermeseageis UIANK OLBUI VNKI . . . . . .
Figure4.
Suppose we have intercepted a ciphered messagewhich
FCBMV ENCDT EVTFE AKIXY
begins
CPCAS NOE . . . . . .
What do we do?
If we haveno other informationabout the messagethis couldbe a tricky problem;but frequently
more is known about the messagethan what is contained in the messageitself. Such information
might be obtained by what is known as “practical cryptography”, which includessuch things as
burglary, the use of beautiful female spies, and other means of obtaining information by illicit
means, Often it is not necessary to go to such lengths. Military personnelhave a tendency to use
stereotyped formulas in their messagesthus making the enemy’stask considerablyeasier! Thus,
if we knew that the above messagecame from a certain General X, we might be virtually certain
that it began
“From C in C Southwest Division... ”
Now suppose we also know that the period is 7 (there are ways of finding what the period is
which I will not go into). We start the decipherment by enciphering the above opening phrase
ourselves. How can we do this—we do not know any of the row or column numbers? We shall
do what we learned in elementary algebra, and use symbols for the unknown row and column
numbers until such time as we have determined what these symbols stand for. This means we
have 50 unknowns. To simplify matters let us denote the row number for a given letter by the
upper case version of that letter, and the column number by the lower case letter. Using these
symbols we can now write down the line of row numbers and the line of column numbers with
which we start our “encipherment”. They are
FRO MCIN CSOUTHW ES TDIVI S I O N . . . . . .
fromcin Csouthn estdivi sion . . . . . .
Since we have the enciphered messageand know what the period was, we know, (in terms of
our unknown symbols that is) what was read off by the original encipherer. It was
FfCc BbM Cc DdTt E EeAa KkI PpCc A aS
mVv EeNn eVv TtFf iXx YyCc sNn OoEe
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It followsthat the two arrays of symbols just obtained must be identical, and this gives us
many equivalencesbetween the symbols. We have, for example, m = ~, R = f, r = V, and so
on. The full list of equivalencesis as follows:
W= E= R=m=f=w
X= V=r=s=k
D=B =C=O=a=o=v=n
P= S= N= M=c=e=i =y
K= I=b=p
Y=U=d
A=T=u
H=t=x
F=h
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
We now look for further possibleequivalences.Someequivalencesare clearly not possible. For
example, the letters in equation (3) above cannot have the same value as those in equation (4);
this would give more than five letters having the same row number. Let us therefore construct a
graph in which the vertices are the equations just obtained, and join two vertices whenever the
two equations are incompatible in the sensejust described. We shall get the graph of Figure 5.
Now since all the variables take values only between 1 and 5, every equation above hss such
a number associated with it, and two equations that are incompatible must not have the same
number. We therefore have the problem of colouringthe vertices of the graph in Figure 5 with
five colours. More correctly, the problem is one of colouring a hypergraph in the five colours.
For example, equations (5)–(7) could not all be given the same colour since this would imply
the existence of six letters with the same row number. However,to keep things simple we shall
consider only the graphs that arise in this way.
o9
w
Figure5.
This reduction to a colouring problem is not, in fact, of much help in decrypting a bifid
cipher—there are better ways of proceeding;but it does suggest a rather special type of graph.
The criterion for two equations being incompatible (vertices being adjacent) was that the total
number of capital letter symbols in the two equations should exceed 5 or the same for the total
number of lower case symbols. Thus if xi and yt denote the number of capital letters and lower
csse letters, respectively,occurring in equation (i), then equations (i) and (j) are incompatible if
and only if either z~+ xj >5 or Yt+ Vj >5. BYgener~izing this criterion in two wav we ~rive
at a CISSSof graphs which I have called V(n, k)-graphs.
DEFINITION. A V(n, k)-graphs is one whose vertices are vectors of dimension n with elements
in {O,1,2, ..., k], and for wh”chtwo distinct vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if some
element of u + v exceeds k.
Let us look at some properties of these graphs.
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Clearly if we increase the value of n then more and more graphs become V(n, k)-graphs.
Therefore, it is reasonable to ask the followingquestion, “If n is not restricted, what is the
smallest value of k such that all graphs are V(n, k)-graphs, and how large does n have to be for
graphs of given size?” It is essy to showthat this minimum value of k is 1.
THEOREM3.1. Any graphis a V(n, 1)-graph for some n.
PROOF. Take the vectors to be the rows of the vertex-edgeincidencematrix.
Thus a given graph G, having q edges, is certainly a V(q, 1)-graph. However,q may not the
smallest value of n for which G is a V(n, 1)-graph. The smallest value of n will be an invariant
of the graph, which we can denote by R(G). This invariant can be identified,
THEOREM3.2. R(G) is the cliqu~edg~covering number, that is, the smallestnumber of cliques
in G such that every edge belongs to at least one of them.
PROOF. If there is a coveringof the edges of G by n cliques, associate the vertices with vectors
of dimension n in which the ith element is 1 if and only if the vertex belongs to the ith clique.
Since all vertices with a 1 in a given position must be mutually sdjacent, this will display G as
a V(n, 1)-graph.
Conversely,if G is a V(n, 1)-graph then each position in the vector willdefinea cliquecontaining
those vertices which have a 1 in that position. These cliqueswill cover all edges.
R(G) could be ss large as q. This will happen, for example, if the graph is bipartite. On the
other hand, for the complementof a bipartite graph, R(G) is quite small.
THEOREM3.3. IfG is a bipartitegraph withp vertices then R(c) <2 +p/2.
PROOF. Let (A, l?) be the bipartition for G. Then in ~, A and B will define two cliques. Now
one of A or B will have at moat p/2 vertices; let us suppose it is A. Each vertex of A which is
joined in ~ to at least one vertex of B definesa clique consistingof itself and the vertices of B
that are adjacent to it. Thus we have at most 2 +p/2 cliqueswhich cover all the edgeaof G.
In a V(n, 1)-graph the vertices are binary vectors snd two vertices are adjacent if and only
if the logical AND of the two vectors is nonzero. This provides a novel alternative to using an
adjacency matrix to determine whether vertices are adjacent or not. The disadvantage of the
adjacency matrix is that it takes time O(p2) to initialize the matrix. Unfortunately, the use of
binary vectors, as just described, is not linear either, and is therefore inferior to other methods
(see [1,2])for using an adjacency matrix without having to zero it first. Nevertheless,the use of
vectors and the logicalAND for determiningadjacencycouldcertainly be a convenientalternative
to the use of an adjacency matrix.
There are many questions that one can ssk about V(n, I)-graphs for a f5xedvalue of n. An
obviousone is ‘(Whatdo these graphs look like?” Let Gmbe the V(n, 1)-graph whosevertices are
all the 2n binary vectors of dimensionn. Clearly any induced subgraph of G. is a V(n, 1)-graph.
However, there is nothing to stop two or more vertices of a V(n, 1)-graph from being the same
vector. From this we deduce that the V(n, 1)-graph can be obtained from an induced subgraph
of Gn with possiblereplication of vertices, that is, replacementof a vertex by a set of nonadjacent
vertices all having the same adjacencies.
At the other extreme, we can taken = 1 and let k be any integer. We then have graphs whose
vertices are integers and in which two vertices we adjacent if and only if their sum is greater
than k. It is fairly easy to characterize these graphs, and this is best done by describing their
complements, that is, grapha whose vertices are integers and in which two vertices are adjacent
if and only if their sum is less than or equal to k.
We first consider those graphs having no isolated vertices, and arrange the vertices in two
horizontal rows. In the upper row, we place the vertices al, az,. .., am which are less than or
equal to k/2; in the lower row we put vertices bl, bz,..., b~ whose vsJues are greater than k/2.
Both rows are ordered from left to right in nondecreasing order. Note that there can be no
vertices greater than k, since these vertices would be isolated.
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The followingfacts are easily proved.
(1) The a’s are mutually adjacent.
(2) The b’sare independent.
(3) al is joined to all the b’s (otherwise bn would be isolated).
(4) Each at is adjacent to a certain number, sayaj, ofb’sin successionthat is, to bl, tq,.. . ,ba,.
(5) The sequence {ai} is nonincreasing,
To the graphs defined in this way isolated vertices may be added to any extent.
This way of describing the complementsof the V(I, k)-graphs also makes it easy to enumerate
these graphs. It will be left as an exerciseto the reader to show that the number is 2P–1 if no
isolated vertices are allowed,and 2Pif they are. The simplicityof this result suggests that there
should be a way of looking at the enumeration problem which makes the answer obvious, but I
have not found such a method; the proof that I have, elthough quite simple, is not immediate.
4. MULTIPLE SUBSTITUTION
This kind of cipher requires first of all a jumbled alphabet; the followingwill do:
F R A N K H Y B C D E G I J L M O P Q S T U V W X Z.
It also requires a sequenceof numbers (between Oand 25) of appropriate length agreed upon
by the sender and receiver. This sequence could consist of repetitions of some small sequence
(periodic multiple substitution) or, preferably, a nonperiodic sequencewhich can be eaeily gen-
erated.
The sequenceis written underneath the letters of the plain text, and the cipher text is produced
in the followingway: if the term of the sequenceunder a given plain text letter is n, then the
ciphered text letter is obtained by counting forward n spaces in the jumbled alphabet starting at
the plain text letter. The example shown in Figure 6 should make this clear.
Happy seventieth birthday Frank
31415 9265358979 32384626 43383
CNUQG AI AM YZTSRL EL KADMKI KKHGB
Figure6.
Suppose now that we have, perhaps through “practical” means, discoveredwhat the sequence
of numbers is, and that we have also determined the first few words of the plain text. Suppose,
in fact, that we have the situation shown in Figure 7. We still do not know what the jumbled
alphabet is.
The qu i c k b ! r o w n fox
1 2 3 5 8 13 21 8 3111 14 25 13 12 25 11
V K I WL T MX G~D T V K XMU
Figure7.
We can proceed as follows. We know from Figure 7, for example, that V is one place ahead
of T in the alphabet; that K is two places ahead of H; that 1 is three places ahead of l?; and so
on. From this information we can construct some fragments of the jumbled alphabet, se shown
below.
H.KL ......X...,U..... U.F.
EMOI..C.....Q..TVW .......
B,.G.... .................
R D.... ...................
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These fragments must now be fitted together in a consistent manner. Given two of these
fragments call them Fi snd Fj, there will exist a number k such that if Fi is permuted cycliclyk
places forward then it will “fit over” Fz so that no two letters occupy the same position. In
general, there may be several such numbers. Let the fragments be the vertices of a complete
digraph, and label the arcs Fi, Fj with the set of numbers (“shift” numbers) just described. Now
it is easily verifiedthat the “true” shift numbers—theones determined by the jumbled alphabet
actutdly used-have the property that their sum around any directed circuit in the digraph is O
modulo 26. What we would like to do therefore is to select one number from the shift numbers
associated with each arc in such a way that the numbers that we have selected have this same
property.
This suggests the followinggraph-theoretical problem. Given an integer IV, and a directed
graph (not necessarilycompletenow) in which someset of integershas been associated with each
arc, choose, if possible, an integer fromeach set, one for each arc, such that the sum of the chosen
integers around each directed circuit is Omodulo IV. This looks rather like the type of problem
that might arise in applications in operations research, but I am not aware of any instance of
this. Intuition suggests that this problem is NP-complete, and that it would remain so even with
the restriction that the set of numbers for each arc had cardinality 2, but I do not know for sure
whether this is the case.
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